We prove that the best constant in the Turán-Kubilius inequality for additive functions is 3/2 in any sufficiently large range.
The result
A complex-valued function f defined on the positive integers is called additive if f(mn) = f(m) + f(n) for any coprimes m and n . For any additive function / and any real number x > 2, we define where the supremum is taken over all the additive functions such that D(f, x) > 0. The celebrated Turán-Kubilius inequality asserts that t(x) is bounded, and to find the best bound has been a persistent problem for a long period of time. Since Kubilius [5, 6] proved that z(x) = 3/2 + 0(log~1/2 x) (see Hildebrand [3] and Stein [8] for independent proofs of similar results and Elliott [2] for a comprehensive discussion on the subject), it has been questioned if 3/2 really is the best constant in the Turán-Kubilius inequality. Subsequently Lee [7] proved that this is the case for strongly additive functions and all sufficiently large x by elaborating on Kubilius's argument. In this paper we generalize this result to additive functions. More precisely, we prove the following result. Remarks. The constants c and d in the theorem can be calculated explicitly, but we will not pursue their values in this note. It is sometimes useful in number theory to assert the Turán-Kubilius inequality with A(f, x) replaced by A\(f, x) -YJpa<xf(pa)/pa ■ We should note that the whole argument in this paper holds with-a slight modification and the theorem is still true for r (x) with Ai(f, x) in place of A(f, x).
As usual, we let [u] denote the largest integer not exceeding the real number u and let {«} be the fractional part of u, {u} = « - [«] . For any real number u jt 0, the fractional part of x/u is denoted by px(u) or simply by p(u). Generally pa and qb denote powers of primes. We write pa\\n when pa divides n but pa+l does not.
For the proof of the theorem, first we need to obtain a new representation for x(f, x) defined in (1.1). Throughout the proof we will assume that x is an integer, since we may do so. Observe that the additivity of / yields £/(«)= E/^E1 We also observe that 
It can be shown by elementary arguments that P < 1 + 0(x~]/4 logx). For details see Kubilius [6] . In order to prove the theorem, it remains to find an appropriate lower bound for Q, which is the main body of the proof. In the next section we will prove the preliminary arithmetic lemmas, and in §3 we will complete the proof of the theorem. Ptoo/. We will prove the first assertion, since the second one can be proved analogously. Treating the summation over qb by Lemma 1, the sum in (i) becomes E^ + ö(e^xP(-Cv^(^))). Remark. Although the proof of (i) by complex integration gives us the most accurate result, it involves the logarithmic singularities of the integrand. Avoiding this complication, we may derive (i) from (ii) using the inequality E P(pa)(la& x -log pa) < E (log x -log pa) -0(x/ log x).
The sum in (iv) can be estimated rather elementarily using summation by parts and the prime number theorem, which requires dealing with jump discontinuities of the summand function. Proof. We will prove (i) since the others can be shown analogously. Distinguishing between a -1 and a > 1, the sum to be estimated is s + r = E/>lP2)iogfeP+ E />(/>a+1)iogV- The first sum is log* P v-^ ak log* x ^ 1 logfc x log log x p<x a> and the second one is p ^-' pa x ¿~l p p<x a>\ogx/\ogp P<x E\ogk p Spak ^ v^log^p log* 'x p 2-, pa 2-*/ "2 x p>x a r p>x T he proof is complete.
The proof
It remains to find a lower bound for the bilinear form Q. Since the coefficient matrix C is real and symmetric, Q is bounded from below by the smallest eigenvalue of C. It was known to Kubilius [6] that the eigenvalues of C are vr = (-\)r+l/r + 0(\og-xl2x), r=l,2,3,...
with corresponding approximate eigenvectors *¥r whose path component is p~"/2y/r(log pa/log x), where
By observing that Yl \ur\2 = n2/6 + 0(log-1^2x), Kubilius also showed that when x is sufficiently large, vr, for small r, are all distinct and the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix C is v2 . We can exploit the estimates in §2, however, to show that the sum is n2/6-K log log x + 0( 1 / log x) with positive constant K, which suggests that the eigenvalues may be (-l)r+l/r + (-l)rKr/log x + o(l/log x) with Kr > 0. In this paper our interest lies on v2. We show that the smallest eigenvalue of C is greater than -1 /2+c log x+0(log log2 x/ log2 x) with c > 0 for all sufficiently large x . For this purpose we need the following fact. For the proof see Horn and Johnson [4, Theorem 6.3.14].
Lemma. Let C be a hermitian matrix, x be a vector, and ß a complex number. Then there exists an eigenvalue v such that (3.1) ||x|||«/-At|<||Cx-^x||!
We will apply this lemma to the coefficient matrix C of the bilinear form Q with ß = -1/2 + A/ log x, where A is a number at our disposal and with using Lemmas 1 and 3. We should note that this vector is a more precise approximate eigenvector corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue than Kubilius's *¥2, and can be calculated systematically using the techniques from numerical analysis; namely, the power method and deflation of matrix. In fact, the vector x can be found from (C -^1%)^ •
To evaluate the right-hand side of (3.1), we will calculate the path component of Cx. First note that by using Lemmas 4 and 5 it can be shown that ||C,x|| <C log-3''2 x for i = 7, 8, 9. From here on e = (e(pa)) denotes any vector with ||e|| « log log x/ log3/2 x.
Straightforward calculations using Lemmas 1, 3, 4, and 5 yield Finally we note that the contributions of x,, ¿ = 5,6,7, are small, i.e., for such i, (3.6) E C(P" > «b)x,(<lb) -e(pa). We will estimate ||Cx-px||. By Minkowski's inequality, ||Cx-ßx\\ is bounded by the norm of the vector whose typical component is given by the first seven terms in (3.7) plus the norm of the error vector e. As ||e|| < log log xf log ' x, we will calculate the square of the norm of the main vector. The contribution of the first three terms in (3.7) is 644.
To prove the other inequality in the theorem, first note that Q(x) _ x'Cx _ x'(C\ -ßx) ||x||2 ~M2~-fl + '~M2 ' and this is " 1 , A + ^A2^ 4A(a -ß) + K , n n 2 2 < -j +-f-j¿-+ 0A(\o% log x/ log x).
Secondly, we substitute the vector x in the expression of P in § 1 and a straightforwardly calculate to obtain w= l ~ ûï+°(log log x/ log2 x)
for some positive constant e . This ends the proof.
